Lipid-lowering therapy: do hospitals influence the prescribing behavior of general practitioners?
This investigation addresses the question whether physicians in hospitals influence the prescribing behavior of general practitioners regarding patients who are discharged following hospitalization. Case studies for patients on lipid-lowering therapy were used as an example. All analyses described were carried out with mediplus, a longitudinal patient database with anonymous access to a representative and valid panel of physicians and patients in Germany. A total of more than 1,000 medical practices with over 6 million patients and over 100 million prescriptions can be analyzed using a cross- and/or longitudinal section of the database. The longest time period per patient exceeds 12 years commencing in 1989 and there are monthly updates. This allows not only cross-tabulation analysis but also time-dependent longitudinal analysis. The results of the study demonstrated that hospitals significantly influence the prescribing behavior of general practitioners. The sum of lipids lowering drugs prescribed in hospitals after admission increased by approximately 45% compared to the initial situation in practices. Physicians in hospitals play a significant role in causing a shift in treatment patterns of practice-based physicians with a reduction in use traditional fibrates in favor of cholesterin synthesizing enzyme inhibitors. The results of this investigation showed a significant increase in lipid-lowering therapy with a shift from fibrates to the more innovative CSE-inhibitors in the treatment pattern of patients following hospitalization. This study also demonstrates that the patient database used provides a useful insight into the extent of hospital physician influence on prescribing behavior of general practitioners and that this behavior can be quantified.